SPORTS

VOLLEYBALL

SJSU cannot find groove

BY BENJAMIN SIEPAK
STAFF WRITER

After ending Colorado State’s 3-game winning streak in conference play, the Spartans failed to carry over the same energy to Saturday’s matchup with the Wyoming Cowboys.

The Spartans (10-12, 3-7 MW) had no answer for the balanced attack of the Cowboys, who ended the game with a total of 15 team blocks and swept the Spartans in three sets.

After Wyoming (13-9, 6-3 MW) dominated the first two sets winning 25-15 and 25-16, the Spartans played their best in the third set, the same set that they were able to turn around the Colorado State game.

“On Thursday we decided in set three to turn up the heat and really compete in all aspects,” said head coach Jolene Shepardson. “Today unfortunately we didn’t do that.”

See SPIKE page 7
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Streaming sites ignore African-American shows
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FLIPPIN’ FLAPJACKS

I-House has more than pancakes

By DAANICE ORTICHE
STAFF WRITER

The International House, also known as I-House, hosted its 67th annual Pancake Breakfast also known as “PCB” on Sunday at 11 a.m. The I-House has welcomed students, faculty, staff and local residents to their pancake breakfast since 1948.

Participants get a unique taste of a variety of cuisines while enjoying dishes from all over the world. The I-House is home to 71 students, which provides an intimate and close-knit environment for its residents. Leanne Malcheski, Interim Director of International Student & Scholar Services said, “The internationally-inspired pancake breakfast is a community outreach event and it’s really wonderful for us to be able to welcome people from the community to come into the I-House to see who we are and who we do.”

In addition to the customary American foods, the I-House offered South Asian breakfast choices to attendees. The cuisines were derived from India, Pakistan and Myanmar (Burma). Servers provided guests with an Indian potato and rice dish, a Pakistani version of French toast and a Pakistani version of French toast.

See BREAKFAST page 2

FILM PREVIEW

Baseball forges bond between Bay, Cuba

By BRYAN BARNHART
STAFF WRITER

Today, the Student Union will host a free screening of the documentary “Ghost Town to Havana.”

The film tells a story of two youth baseball teams from different countries that attempt to cope with their hardships through the love of the sport.

On one side is Roscoe Bryant, coach of the Oakland Royals, who helped to form the youth team in an attempt to move the children away from their gang-ridden neighborhood.

On the other side is Nicholas Reyes, an Afro-Cuban coach who runs a team in Havana, Cuba. The team flies to Cuba so the two teams can spend time with each other and play a game against one another.

Ghost Town to Havana won the audience award for best picture at the 2016 Sebastopol Documentary Film Festival. All students are welcome to attend the screening at the Student Union Theater at 5:30 p.m.

The director, Academy Award nominee Eugene Corr, introduced the two men, eventually documenting a two-year process that led to Bryant’s team flying to Cuba so the two teams can spend time with each other and play a game against one another.

Following the screening, there will be a panel with Corr and Bryant for all those who attended where they will discuss the film.

By JASON DUNHAM
STAFF WRITER

On one side is Roscoe Bryant, coach of the Oakland Royals, who helped to form the youth team in an attempt to move the children away from their gang-ridden neighborhood.

On the other side is Nicholas Reyes, an Afro-Cuban coach who runs a team in Havana, Cuba. The team flies to Cuba so the two teams can spend time with each other and play a game against one another.

Ghost Town to Havana won the audience award for best picture at the 2016 Sebastopol Documentary Film Festival. All students are welcome to attend the screening at the Student Union Theater at 5:30 p.m.

The director, Academy Award nominee Eugene Corr, introduced the two men, eventually documenting a two-year process that led to Bryant’s team flying to Cuba so the two teams can spend time with each other and play a game against one another.

Following the screening, there will be a panel with Corr and Bryant for all those who attended where they will discuss the film.
The Internet of Things (IoT) is held its annual North American technology expo last week at the Santa Clara Convention Center. The event, typically a series of conferences and exhibitions such as Belkin, Bluehost, and Kaiser Permanente, showcased the futuristic and open world of tech allowing those in attendance to become more familiar with a generation of people that are apart of that world.

One of the focuses of the conference went during the second day, when a panel was held to discuss the impacts of wearable tech.

The panel was hosted by health and technology Smartwatch and fitness tracker Williams mentioned the importance of discussing the term "Internet of Things" and that within the coming years people will be able to "wear" the Internet in the form of the "Internet of Wearables." He added: "Things are going to get better because people are in their hearts thinking these kinds of things and how we can solve these things and understanding that we have learned these things and how to apply it."

Williams also discussed modern uses of xenophobia, the fear that people from other countries, such as Islamophobia, the fear of Islamic practices. But, Williams also pointed out that the fear is based on the fact that people who wear headscarves are considered Muslim, which then leads to the "model minority" myth. He said that when non-Muslim students or other minorities wear headscarves, the fear is spread to them, too.

"I think that solidarity between people of color is important," Williams said. "For example, when I see a Muslim who is a non-Muslim and is a non-Muslim, I'm more comfortable." Williams said that there are many examples of this, such as the Korean American. He emphasized three topics: the model minority myth, the oppression Olympics and people and color solidarity.

About “two in 10” Americans use wearables, including Fitbit, the biggest player in wearable tech, and Apple’s smartwatch. Other products are also in the market — this panel instead focused on the benefits of wearables that can be used for personal health.

"We design electronic textiles and smart apparel," Sternberg said. "We create useful apparel that diagnoses your vitals.

The types of wearable tech range from clothing that can stay up to date on the user’s health status and how well they are doing. Tech that has the potential to help people of the world is important, and helping people is one of the main focuses of the IOT.

The main panel centered around the different aspects of wearable technology, including the health benefits that can come from the use of the technology. One of the main benefits is "to have valuable feedback... to help you know what to do in the future," Sternberg said. Both panels understands that it is difficult to create apps that are helpful for creating awareness.

"Data that we collect will give a bigger picture of how you are doing..." Perkins said. "How do we take that data and help you avoid consequences?"

Most of the examples used for tracking a user’s health come from how it would be used for athletics, such as placing sensors in football helmets to check to see how dehydrated a person is or inside of soccer shoes to analyze the angle of the foot when it is on the ball. "[Wearable] offer more than fitness and they go into sport analytics," Sternberg said.

The biggest benefit of wearable tech still has a way to go before every person has a smartwatch attached to their wrist, there is an expectation that 90 percent of the population will be wearing wearables within five years, according to a recent research from the University of California, Davis.

"I see a future in the next few years where people wear have sensors and collect data for you," Perkins said.
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According to the survey, about 67 percent of students say they feel pressured to consider a new diet or exercise plan at least amount but 68 percent of the campus fully agree to that. The workshop started off with Cardinals sharing their personal experience and body and healthy body image. After a few back-and-forth questions and answers, everyone was expected to write on a piece of paper what they think that clothing companies say on their clothing, and then they had to put it on display before their friends, family or other family.

Participants wrote down a plethora of words and phrases, such as "you’re not skinny enough" or "you will never amount to anything great." The activity led into a topic concerning how people perceive themselves and how they act as a result of the influence of the media.

The activity led into a topic concerning how people perceive themselves and how they act as a result of the influence of the media. The idea that a lot of people are self-critical when it comes to their body image led into the questions of why people are so self-conscious and how to avoid it.
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WASHINGTON is a 20-year-old senior industrial design student who hopes to represent the Bay Area in more ways than one. The composition of sounds in the Caribbean music that filled his home in Southern California as a child instilled Washington. That curiosity later turned into a passion.

“I always sat there and dissected it,” Washington said. “The sounds and everything. It was really interesting to me how they composed and got things harmonized. Just really trying to find out how they made it really got me interested in it.”

Washington started making music when he was 12 years old but it was not until high school that he started releasing his music where people could get their hands on it. The other aspect of Washington’s persona is his love for industrial design. “I was applying for colleges applied to only Long Beach and San José State because it was the only two that had my major, it’s very specialized,” Washington said. “So I got into SJSU and it all started there, nothing was taking off and my plan was to move away.” Washington moved away and ended up going to a school he didn’t attend SJSU, leaving his family behind. It was in the university dorms where he branched out socially and creatively. “There were a lot of people, especially living in the dorms you get to see other cultures and really affects your music. It’s kind of opened up your world and gives your music a certain direction.” Washington said.

Washington is part of BREACH, a hip-hop group that he started in Oct. 2010 with three friends that lived on his block growing up. “We grew up riding bikes and playing games together,” said Mario Patrick, Washington’s friend and BREACH group member. “We used to record in my buddy Dishaw’s Garage and he always had the perfectionist of BREACH.”

The group was originally made up of four members but one of them left the group to become its manager. “Since then, their careers have taken a leap,” Justin’s been contacting, emailing people and from there you just get the chance,” Washington said. “He sent out a link of our stuff and they liked it and it started from there. It’s always stuff that links at one point and then we go back out again for more roles to come up.”

The biggest performance Washington has been a part of was on Oct. 15 at the Observatory in Santa Ana where he along with the other members of BREACH got to be a part of the opening act of E-40. “The performance was far, definitely, it was huge,” Washington said. “It was cool because people got to see there for E-40 and Distincto, so it was really a wide variety of people in the crowd. And you know, it gave us a chance to play music for them it was pretty awesome. The main act was E-40 so we got to open up for him, got to meet his management and everything.”

His family’s taste in music has not been the only factor that has led his growing support. “They might not like all of the music, their growing support has let him continue to strive for his dreams.”

“Originally you know when I was a lot smaller, they kind of blow it off, oh it’s just a phase and you expect, you know? You really have to show that you want it and keep going and them always support me and trying. I would say it wasn’t until 2011 when they bought me a keyboard and that’s when I kind of started to cascade into what it is now,” Washington said. “They might not like all of it, but it’s all good.”

As a college student, Washington tries to save as much money as he can to write his own lyrics and beats and going to close friends or someone on YouTube when he can get in contact with for the production.

Five years from now, Washington sees himself as successful in both music and industrial design, venturing off and forth. “When it comes to balancing music and school,” Washington said. “I think they’re levelled, especially now that I’m in school, it’s straight design even though as of recently, just cause we’ve been getting shown has been a little bit more about music, but definitely I have on and off mode.”

Washington has a three-step plan in which he is doing both music and design and can be his own boss in order to facilitate that balance. “I’m doing music, but I’m also designing things and you know just creating all around but if I were to just do design thing, that’d be great,” Washington said. “That’s another love of mine, so as long as I’m doing both, either balance out or just do both fully, or any combo honestly.”

Washington wants to stay in California and wants a career that allows him to travel from Southern California to the Bay Area. “BREACH will visit the Observatory again on Nov. 21 where Washington will perform a song that he wrote about SJSU titled ‘Brought.’

“It makes blurs out of SJ, it’s mainly about the silicon valley,” Washington said. “We’re the tech city, but also, you know it’s saying ‘we make it our business to have to how to have and staff so’ now you know it’s saying ‘we make these robots but we don’t move like robots, we’re not robots, we’re still people.’ So we’re going to shoot out the bay out there.”

With his family’s support and alongside his childhood friends turned group members, Washington continues to try to make a name for himself in the music industry while working Whard to graduate with his industrial design degree.

“He is that person everyone mainly knows and enjoys hanging out with but the greatest thing about him is that his creativity has no limits,” Lawshe said.
Day of the Dead festival haunts downtown

BY ESTEFANY HABO & JEFERI HABO
STAFF WRITERS

The 23rd annual Dia de los Muertos festival occurred on Oct. 23 in Downtown San Jose with a procession that began at Cesar Chavez Plaza and ended at the Martin Luther King Jr. Library, where the ceremony began with a dance and an altar blessing. Many residents were part of this annual celebration that commemorates the dead, a Mexican tradition that is celebrated on Nov.1. The Council General of Mexico in San Jose, Mauricio Toussaint, was part of the opening ceremony as was San Jose Mayor Sam Liccardo and Teresa Castellanos, the Board President of the San Jose Unified School District.

A traditional mariachi band and folklorico dancers performed at the ceremony. Grupo Folklorico Luma y Sol was one of them, the only San Jose State University group that participated at the event.

“I feel really excited that I get to dance and also represent my culture at the same time, before I joined this group I wasn’t really connected to my culture but now that I am part of this group I’m able to express it through dance,” said Alysia Trujillo, a junior communicative disorders and sciences student who passed on to join us in this present day so we want to invoke a strong female model so we invite other cultures. There are different festivities throughout San Jose, including the annual Dia de los Muertos festival at St. James Park in Downtown San Jose. Artistic Director, segment of Festival de Calacas has been part of this annual celebration since it began. “We started out with just the procession with only about 50 people and now there’s like 1,500 people,” Segun said.
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were also new to the pacing style of Kaleidoscope. "I have not done a show like this ever, I came from a small community college so shows like this didn’t happen there," said Laura Sanchez, a junior music education student who played clarinet for the show. “It was really cool to be part of something that big.”

The show’s rapid pace did not prove to be much of a challenge for the student performers. Each act transitioned without any notable problems, giving the entire show a seamless feel.

“It turned out pretty well,” Brandan Tilton, a senior vocal performance student who performed as a member of the choir, said. “I enjoyed it, I enjoyed what I got to see of the other acts.”

At the opening of the event, audience members in the nearly full theatre were presented with one rule, not to applaud until the end of the show.

The speed of the show really helped to keep things fresh as some of the performers could oversaturate their welcome. The style of the show had performers using all aspects of the theatre including the two main stages and the sections on the right and left side of the balcony.

"Pursuit," a dance routine performed by SJSU dance students Frankie Rivera and Daniella Serio performs "Pursuit," a crowd favorite.

Another audience favorite was the performance titled "In a Minute," a jazz combo featuring four SJSU students: Arnice Co on drums; Jason Bond on guitar; Ryan Trujillo on bass; Gabriel Lee on drums and Dr. Aaron Vinton on the accordion. This cool jazz segment, which came toward the end of the show, was a nice contrast to the frantic nature of many of the other acts and really worked to mellow down the audience.

The final act of the show was a highlight, all the performers came together to collaborate on one final segment. SJSU’s marching band even performed and filled the aisles next to the stage. Seeing all the performers work together was impressive as almost all of the space on-stage and around it was filled with the students.

Kaleidoscope was an entertaining and enjoyable show that should contain something that a fan of music or dance would enjoy. The show’s smooth and impressive transitions set a high standard for future performances in this style.

“I feel like it was really well put together,” said Ashley Vasquez, freshmen history of arts and visual culture student at the University of San Jose. “I was really surprised just how back to back everything was.”

The SJSU ballet school’s next dance offering "Emerging" begins on Oct. 27 in the dance theater. The school of music’s next performance, a percussion ensemble concert, takes place on Nov. 4 in the concert hall.
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students who also acted in a scene together in the show. The visual scene provided a nice change from the majority of the instrument-based orchestras performances. Another audience favorite was the performance titled ‘In a Minute,’ a jazz combo featuring four SJSU students: Arnice Co on drums; Jason Bond on guitar; Ryan Trujillo on bass; Gabriel Lee on drums and Dr. Aaron Vinton on the accordion.

This cool jazz segment, which came toward the end of the show, was a nice contrast to the frantic nature of many of the other acts and really worked to mellow down the audience.

The final act of the show was a highlight, all the performers came together to collaborate on one final segment. SJSU’s marching band even performed and filled the aisles next to the stage. Seeing all the performers work together was impressive as almost all of the space on-stage and around it was filled with the students. Kaleidoscope was an entertaining and enjoyable show that should contain something that a fan of music or dance would enjoy. The show’s smooth and impressive transitions set a high standard for future performances in this style.

“I feel like it was really well put together,” said Ashley Vasquez, freshmen history of arts and visual culture student at the University of San Jose. “I was really surprised just how back to back everything was.”

The SJSU ballet school’s next dance offering “Emerging” begins on Oct. 27 in the dance theater. The school of music’s next performance, a percussion ensemble concert, takes place on Nov. 4 in the concert hall.
Presidential debate guests used as ammunition

Donald Trump? Not exactly.
Hillary Clinton? Is she America’s saving
him as our next president makes my
him as and has videos of him stating that
presidential candidates to be in line for
than Hillary is a step in the wrong direction.

But what about the other candidate,
the presidential debates.
any more cracked, he outdid
Donald Trump, could not get
hypocritical and childish,

STAFF WRITER

The Good
Democratic Presidential Nominee, Hillary Clinton lost the debate to beating Trump at SHARE, Tank star, mark Cuban for the first debate and last debate this year. Cuban has been known to be very outspoken about how much he hates Trump and how Trump isn’t really a billionaire, but just a baby.
The spray-tanned crybaby was so enraged at Clinton’s invitation to Cuban that he threatened to invite the women who had accused Bill Clinton of unwanted sexual advances. Cuban’s appearance at the debates was smart and well-planned. Clinton’s decision to bring Cuban along for her debates was meant to undermine Trump, and she did just that. Cuban who is thought to be Trump’s rival, has been compared to Trump many times. Cuban officially endorsed Clinton in July, afterward he told CNN that he thinks Trump was “huts**** crazy.”

The Bad
As promised, Trump brought the women who had accused Bill Clinton of unwanted sexual advances to the second debate. This is sleazy and securing for the the victim’s feelings. This could have been effective to shake Hillary Clinton, but despite Trump’s efforts, Hillary Clinton is always calm and collected. This was also right after the Access Hollywood tapes of Trump talking about degrading and being able to molest women were released.

Clinton, Trump, and the overtures of unwanted sexual advances from the tape and the plethora of women coming out saying Trump inappropriately touched them without permission made Trump look like the idiot he truly is.

The Just Plain Clever
Clinton has it more together than Trump during the debates. You can see how well-composed and prepared Clinton is, but when you look at Trump, all you see is a skin level. Just like the petty child Trump is, he went after President Obama’s “half-baller” and invited him to the final debate. The president’s estranged half-baller, Maliki Obama, has openly said he is upset about the overthrowing of Libya’s former dictator, against gay marriage and thinks Trump’s a “hick”.

Though this is a low Now. and women would even support that Republican rapturist, this was a clever choice for a presidential debate guest for the reason that it’s a slap in the face to both Obama and the Democratic Party. But if we want to talk about clever invites, we can look to Clinton inviting Meg Whitman, Hewlett-Packard CEO and Republican defector. According to the Washington Post, Whitman compared Trump and said to #daughters and was one of the first to come out against Trump.

The Results
Though we don’t know if these guests had any effect on how well or how poorly the nominees performed during the debate, we can see that the debates have showed the candidates’ true colors. Clinton taking the high road, and Trump being a petty child personal.

Fallec Rounds on Twitter @vinessemora_
Social media ruin's relationships

Anjali Palazzotto, senior business administration major said, she hates when couples pay more attention to their phones, than they do to each other. But, almost everyone you know is addicted to their phone. From your spouse, to your friends and most likely your boss too. The number of people you see with their phone instead of talking to you, is just mind-boggling. In fact, you might have noticed that with your lived it just seems like a rule to be. "Oh, hey, we're on a date, but I'm just going to look at my newsfeed because there's something else that's going on," Palazzotto said.

The next time you’re on a date, consider Palazzotto’s advice. Take a break from scrolling through your Instagram timeline. Snapping at the dinner table is a way to show the person you met online that you're still enticed. They really make that a possibility.”

Opponents of my arguments below dating websites are very consistent in this day in age. "If you don't want to meet a person on Facebook. You have to hard to meet the person more than ever," Hayman said. "It's hard to find someone through your friends or through social media websites, if you don't happen to work in an environment or anything else that makes really that is possible." 

Despite the fact that dating websites can save people time and the hassle of trying to meet someone the traditional way, there are a lots of precautions have been taken when searching for love on dating websites. 

Lucas met with his wife through Facebook. He traveled all the way from from the Bay Area in Vietnam for a date and fell in love with a woman he met through social media. The two decided that his wife will move to California this year, to live with him. However, most people are not willing to trust out of the country in order to pursue a date. This makes Facebook, Twitter and other social media websites can help save people. Unfortunately, your ‘virtual followers’ have unlimited access to your information, unless you set up a private account.

The more information you make people to find you, the more information they have at their fingertips and the more dangerous your love life may become. To what extent do you want the person you’ve met dating behind a computer screen. Looks can be deceiving. 
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The men played a tough offensive game, constantly challenging the Spartans' defense. The pressure on the goal continuously challenged the Spartans, giving them a 2-1-1-2 record and a 5-1-0 record in the first half. The men's soccer team, which opened it up with a 4-0 lead and never looked back, found the big guys they have given them a set piece, with the big guys they have that is an error within itself and then one mistake. The Wolverines were the first to put a goal on the board. Early in the game, a free kick from halfway across the field, found the head of six-foot-four-inch forward Skyler Milne who flicked the ball forward, giving it extra speed past the Wolverine goalkeeper Mitch Jenson. The goal against Jenson was the first shot that has gotten past the goalkeeper this season, who has nine games without letting one through.

"It’s been a tough year for me, I have probably been in the longest drought I have ever been in with 12 games without a goal,” Jenson said “I am glad to get it but I would trade it for three points right now.”

The Wolverines scored the final and game-winning goal towards the end of the first half when defender Scott Buskey missed the clearance kick and Wolverine forward Matt Gay was able to drive the ball past the goalkeeper Nullin Tucakovic who was scrambling to recover from the miss-kick by his own defender.

For the remainder of the game, both teams took turns trading shots, however neither was able to find a mark again. This game marked the 13th time this season that the Spartans have given up the first goal in a game, which has caused for a major mental struggle for the team. "We are always out-passing a team," Tucakovic said. "It’s just unexplainable, it is always a mental lack of discipline in the last second and that’s when they take advantage of it and score.”

Coming up, the Spartans face an uphill battle as they will need to win the next three games, the last three of their season to stay in the conference tournament. "It is a bit crazy because we got three games and were still in the conference tournament, if we win all three games” said Spartan head coach Simon Tobin. "It’s not so much preparing, but now psychologically to tell the boys they’re still in this, we got three games left to win and we have to win, that is the hardest part.”

The Spartan next match is an away game against the Air Force (11-5) in Colorado at 6 p.m. MT.

Follow Jason on Twitter @benjaminsiepak

The total number of 3pt shots made by Curry last season, shattering his previous record of 288. He’ll still be chucking them up, but the addition of Kevin Durant may take away some of those shots.

The jersey number of rookie Patrick McCaw. The Warriors made a trade with the Milwaukee Bucks in order to get the UNLV guard with that 38th pick in the draft, providing 3-point scoring depth off the bench.

The max number of players an NBA team can have on their roster. Javale McGee was given the Warriors last roster spot this season. Though he played only 10.8 minutes a game last season, the center averaged 16.7 ppg, 12.9 rebounds and 2.5 blocks per 36 minutes.

The number of wins the Warriors had last season. Though it will be difficult to come close to last season, the Warriors are still projected to win 68 games, per FiveThirtyEight.
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The total ppg scored by Harrison Barnes last season. Kevin Durant will be replacing Barnes and will play forward this season, who has averaged 27.4 ppg for his career, third most in NBA history.

The number of wins the Warriors had last season. Though it will be difficult to come close to last season, the Warriors are still projected to win 68 games, per FiveThirtyEight.
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The Spartans entered Sunday’s game riding a three-game winning streak and looking to extend it against conference foe Colorado College Tigers. San Jose State recently beat out Wyoming, Colorado State and Air Force.

The Spartans were successful and beat their opponents from Colorado Springs 3-1. The win also came on Senior Day, celebrating the last home game for nine members of this year’s team. The three goals were all scored in the first half, courtesy of D’Errico Franklin, Kristin Amarikwa and Alexia Venegas.

“I feel like I did pretty well today shutting the lines that I was for,” Franklin said. “These past few games has been some of our best games of keeping the ball and playing like we know how to play. I am very proud of my team.”

The Spartans have indeed had a good run this past week or so. The women’s team beat University of Wyoming 3-1 last night, then clinched a spot in the Mountain West tournament with another win against Air Force.

“Our team knew that we had to win to clinch the top two spots in the tournament, so these two wins really help us in our standings and now we are second, which is really good,” Venegas said.

The Spartans got off to a strong start in the first half with Franklin scoring the first goal within the first eight minutes. The remaining goals came shortly after and it was a straight shot to victory for SJSU.

The Tigers resorted to a physical strategy in the second half, increasing the intensity and aggression in their play. The Spartans had to bench one of their star players, Ebony Happ, after she knocked heads with the opposing player Julia Lauren.

Colorado College managed to get one back in the 79th minute courtesy of Catie McDonald, but that was as close as they would get. The Spartans continued to play aggressively despite losing one of their players and conceding a goal.

“I thought the team had a great performance in the first half and then in the second half I think they lost their focus a little bit,” said head coach Lauren Hanson. “We need some much needed rest, but I am very proud of this team and for now we are just looking to the next game.”

The Spartans will play their last regular season game on Thursday, Oct. 27 against Fresno State. The Spartans have been dominant throughout the back end of the season. A win against Fresno State along with a tie or loss for UNLV would result in, a regular season championship title for SJSU team.

Follow Kavin on Twitter @kavinm95
Follow Taylor on Twitter @tayj95_jones

FOOTBALL

Pumphrey, Penny run over the Spartans’ defense

It was hard to imagine the Spartans having any chance against the Aztecs for Friday night. The result was an upset. SBSU are not good enough to compete with San Diego State and other top teams in the conference.

SBSU was outplayed in all facets of the game resulting in an inevitable loss, demonstrating the trend that has carried on the entire 2016 season to this point. The “Feeding right for the Spartans. I thought we had a good week of practice preparing for and I wouldn’t do differently,” said head coach Ron Caragher in a postgame interview. “I thought we had a good week of practice preparing for and I wouldn’t do differently,” said head coach Ron Caragher in a postgame interview. “I thought we had a good week of practice preparing for and I wouldn’t do differently,” said head coach Ron Caragher in a postgame interview. “I thought we had a good week of practice preparing for and I wouldn’t do differently,” said head coach Ron Caragher in a postgame interview.

The Spartans lacked any consistency on offense. They might pull off a good play, produce a strong drive or even play an entertaining portion of diligent football, but struggled to put it all together for a full 60 minutes and score any touchdowns.

“We didn’t execute early, got ourselves in long down distances early and shot ourselves in the foot a few times.”

Kenny Potter
Spartans’ quarterback

On defense, the Spartans did a good job in the first 20 minutes bottling up Aztecs running back Donnel Pumphrey but it was just a matter of time before the leading rusher in the country broke loose.

Entering the game, the Spartans knew they would have their hands full with a second string tailback Rashad Penn who scored the most, finding the endzone three times, running for 105 yards on nine carries.

“I thought the defense came out good, they came out ready to play,” said linebacker Frank Ginda in a postgame interview. “I thought we did a good job stopping Donnel for a while, until he started breaking out. We just have to stay in our fits a little longer and not allow him to squirm out.”

A decent start on the defensive side of the ball forced SBSU to punt on the team’s first two drives, but after the first score by the Aztecs, the game quickly unraveled for SJSU.

“We didn’t execute early, got ourselves in long down distances early and shot ourselves in the foot a few times,” said quarterback Kenny Potter in a postgame interview. “We took ourselves out of the game. As quick as that happened it was 21-3 and we just couldn’t dig out of the hole. Props to them, they are a really good football team obviously as they showed throughout the year, but that score doesn’t show how good of a football team we are.”